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LIGHTSWITCH: A STOCHASTIC MODEL FOR PREDICTING 

OFFICE LIGHTING ENERGY CONSUMPTION 

ABSTRACT 

Lighting controls are promoted on the basis that they significantly reduce lighting energy 
consumption. We are currently studying the impact of lighting controls on office building energy 
consumption using the DOE2.1 E building energy model. In DOE2.1 E the lighting load is 
defined by an hourly profile. Modelling lighting controls (other than daylighting, which can be 
modelled dynamically) is achieved by inputting different profiles. However, representative 
profiles, particularly those showing the impact of lighting controls, are not readily available. 
Consequently, we decided to develop a model (LIGHTSWITCH) to predict lighting profiles for a 
typical office. 

For example, the impact of occupancy sensors clearly depends on the building occupancy: 
arrival times, departure times, and times of temporary absence. There is randomness to these 
occupancy parameters, therefore LIGHTSWITCH is a stochastic model which incorporates 
randomness based on observed occupancy behaviour. LIGHTSWITCH can model the impact 
of occupancy sensors of variable switching delays, daylighting controls, and zoning. 

INTRODUCTION 

There are many energy efficient lighting and office equipment technologies available for 
application in office buildings {IRC 1994, Webster 1994, Lovins and Heede 1990, BRE 1983, 
Richardson Assoc. Ltd. 1990). The number of such products, and the interest in installing them, 
is increasing, driven by the support of utilities and codes (ASHRAEIIES 1989). The claimed 
efficiency of these products, which is often impressive, is almost always based on "performance 
in isolation•. The actual net benefit from these products may vary from the quoted performance 
for a number of reasons. These reasons include control and operation of the products and, the 
interaction of the products with other building systems. For example, a more efficient product 
generates less heat than the product it replaces. In a heating climate, this difference in heat 
must be provided by another heat source. Thus, the net energy benefit of adopting the product 
will be reduced. Conversely, in a cooling climate, the net energy benefit of adopting the product 
will be amplified by a reduced building cooling load. Most office buildings in North America 
experience both heating and cooling climates during a year. 
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Peak loads and energy consumption can be reduced further by controls which ensure the use 
of electrical products is more closely related to demand. Examples of control technologies for 
lighting systems are occupa11cy sensors and daylight linked dimming systems. 

Zoning of building systems can also have a significant effect on overall energy consumption. 
For example, small zones will clearly enhance the benefits of occupancy sensor controlled 
lighting; a smaller zone (for example, a single workstation) is vacated more frequently than a 
larger zone. Similar benefits could be realized by HVAC (heating, ventilating and air
conditioning) zoning (Mahdavi et al. 1994). 

Only detailed modelling, which simulates the interactions between various building systems, 
can properly resolve the net benefit of the adoption of energy efficient products, control 
strategies, and zoning strategies. We are currently studying the impact of energy efficient 
products, control strategies, and zoning strategies on office building energy consumption using 
the DOE2.1 E building energy model (Winkelmann et al. 1993). We are focusing on the 
following technologies: 

• energy efficient light fixtures; 
• lighting controls; 
• l<;>w power office equipment; 
• power management of office equipment. 

In this paper we will concentrate on how we model the impact of lighting controls using 
DOE2.1 E, particularly how we model the impact of occupancy sensors. 

In DOE2.1 E the lighting load is defined by an hourly utilization profile. Daylighting strategies 
can be modelled dynamically, and modelling of other controls, including occupancy sensors, is 
achieved by inputting different utilization profiles. Therefore, when modelling the impact of 
occupancy sensors, two utilization profiles are needed: 

(1) a base lighting utilization profile prior to the adoption of occupancy sensors; 
(2) a lighting utilization profile after the adoption of occupancy sensors. 

Well documented studies showing ubefore and after" lighting utilization profiles from buildings 
that have undergone occupancy sensor retrofit are not readily available. Even those studies 
which are available (Turner 1982, Crosbie 1993) provide information specific to the building in 
which the measurements were made. The results cannot necessarily be generalized and 
applied to buildings with, for example, different occupancy schedules and different sensor 
characteristics. Consequently, we decided to develop a model (LIGHTSWITCH) to predict 
lighting utilization profiles for a typical office. 

CALCULATING OCCUPANCY 

In office buildings where the lighting is switched predominantly by the building occupants, the 
lighting utilization profile clearly depends on the building occupancy: arrival times, departure 
times, and times of temporary absence. Therefore, to model lighting utilization we must first 
model occupancy. In a real office building, there is some randomness to occupancy 
parameters. For example, though work may officially begin at 8:30am, not everyone will arrive 
at exactly 8:30 am. Some people will be early, some late, some will be delayed by work 
commitments outside the office, some will be away for the day. This behaviour will not be the 
same from day to day in a particular building, nor will the behaviour be the same from building 
to building. To accommodate this type of behaviour in a model of lighting utilization we require 
the model to be stochastic (to incorporate randomness), and based on observed occupancy 
behaviour. 

The current version of LIGHTSWITCH is based on a single office floor, shown in Figure1. The 
floor plan is divided into 64 regions of equal area. The centre 4 regions represent the core 
zone. Lighting in the core zone is generally isolated from the lighting in the rest of the floor and 
is thus ignored by LIGHTSWITCH. The remaining 60 regions are assumed to be offices 
associated with a single occupant. The offices are assumed to be of equal area, which might 

be 6 to 8 m
2 

in a typical office. There are 28 enclosed offices on the perimeter, and 32 open
plan offices toward the centre of th.e floor plan; circulation space is not treated separately. 
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Figure 1. Office floor plan on which LIGHTSWITCH is based. 
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Whether a zone is occupied or vacant depends on the outcome of three stochastic routines: the 
first determines if the occupant has arrived at work; the second determines if the occupant is 
temporarily away from his/her desk; and the third determines if the occupant has departed for 
the day. 

For modelling purposes the day is divided into discrete 5 minute intervals (or timesteps). Each 
one of the routines is evaluated for every occupant, every timestep. Each time an evaluation is 
made a random number is generated. This random number is compared to a specified 
probability to determine an outcome. For example, a routine might state: 

IF THE TIME IS 9 AM AND THE RANDOM NUMBER IS LESS THAN 0.1, THEN THE OCCUPANT HAS 

ARRIVED. 

In most office buildings the probability of an occupant arriving at 9 am is greater than the 
occupant's probability of departing at 9 am. The probability of arrival will usually build to a peak 
at a certain time and then decrease again. Therefore we expect that the probability associated 
with each routine will vary with time. 

We used observed data to determine arrival, temporary absence, and departure probabilities 
which, when incorporated into LIGHTSWITCH, yielded occupancy profiles similar to those 
observed. We extrapolated arrival probabilities from the recorded computer network logon 
times of 240 employees at one site over 1 B days. We derived temporary absence probabilities 
from walk-throughs at a second site with around 80 employees. Each employee's presence or 
absence was noted twice per day for 12 days; the walk-throughs occurred at different times 
each day. We did not observe departure behaviour in real buildings. Rather, we chose 
departure probabilities that produced behaviour typical of real buildings. 

Figure 2 shows the variation of probability with time for each routine. There are two sets of 
probabilities associated with temporary absence. If the occupant is at his/her desk the 
probability of him/her leaving in the timestep is typically 0. 12. However, if the occupant is 
already absent, the probability of him/her continuing to be absent is typically 0.60. Observe the 
increase in probability of temporary absence around lunchtime. 

Note that the arrival, temporary absence, and departure routines presented in this paper are 
based on preliminary data, and serve to generate profiles for the DOE 2.1 E modelling described 
in the Introduction. The same routines may not be appropriate for all buildings. Observation of 
occupancy behaviour may be necessary to generate appropriate routines for other building 
types. 
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CALCULATING LIGHTING UTILIZATION 

Once the occupancy is det_ermined, we are in a position to derive the lighting utilization. At 
present, we make the assumption that the maximum lighting power associated with each office 
is the same. At this stage we are not concerned with the actual lighting power in each office, 
only the fraction of offices where the electric lighting is utilized. Initially, the lighting in an office 
is considered to be switched on when the occupant arrives, and switched off when the occupant 
leaves. However, this can be modified by the lighting option or options specified. The following 
options are available, and can be modelled separately, or in combination: 

Figure 2. Probability vs. time for the arrival, departure, and temporary absence routines. 
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Perimeter-Internal Zoning: If this option is chosen, all the lighting associated with the internal, 
open plan offices is switched on whenever at least one of the internal offices is occupied. 
Occupancy Sensors: If this option is chosen then the lighting of each office is switched off if the 
occupant is temporarily away from the office for more than a specified number of timesteps; the 
lighting is switched back on ｷｨｾｮ＠ the occupant returns. Note that if the perimeter-internal 
zoning option is also chosen, only the perimeter offices will benefit from occupant sensors. 
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Perimeter Daylight: If the calculated daylight illuminance in the perimeter offices is greater than 
a specified level then the lighting in the office is dimmed by a specified amount. At present the 
daylight is simply calculated using a daylight factor (Hopkinson et al. 1966) input by the user, 
and nominal external daylight data. 
Internal Daylight: If the calculated daylight illuminance in the internal offices is greater than a 
specified level then the lighting in the office is dimmed by a specified amount. At present the 
daylight is simply calculated using a daylight factor (Hopkinson et al. 1966) input by the user, 
and nominal external daylight data. 

GRAPHIC PRESENTATION 

Figure 3 shows an example LIGHTSWITCH output screen; in this case there is perimeter
internal zoning, but no occupancy sensors or daylight dimming. The time in the upper right 
indicates that this screen is a snapshot taken at the timestep representing 2:25 pm. On the left 
of Figure 3 is the floor plan divided into the 64 regions. The white squares indicate offices 
where the lighting is switched off; note, this includes the central 4 regions which form the core. 
The shaded squares indicate offices where the lighting is switched on. The circles indicate 
offices which are currently occupied. Offices in which lighting is on but that are unoccupied are 
the result of the occupant being temporarily absent from his/her desk. Note that the lighting is 
on in all 32 internal offices, due to the perimeter-internal zoning option. 

Figure 3. The LIGHTSWITCH output screen. 
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On the right of the display are two graphs. The upper graph indicates the occupancy profile. The upper of 
the two curves shows the number of occupants who have arrived for work (and who have not yet 
departed). The lower of the two curves shows the number of occupants who are at their desk; note the dip 
in occupancy (increase in temporary absence) at lunchtime. 

The lower graph indicates the lighting profile. The curve indicates the number of offices in which the 
lighting is on. 
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APPLYING LIGHTSWITCH 

The first application of LIGHTSWITCH was to generate a base lighting profile for the DOE2.1 E 
modelling described in the Introduction. For the base case, we assumed perimeter-internal 
zoning, but no occupancy or daylighting controls. Fig.ure 4. shows the peak occupancy 
predicted by the model on 1 0 different days. 

Figure 4. Peak occupancy predicted by LIGHTSWITCH on 10 different days. 
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Due to the stochastic nature of the model, the peak occupancy varies from day to day, just as it does in a 
real building. Therefore, we decided to take the average profiles from the 10 runs as the input to 
DOE2. 1 E. These average profiles are shown in Figure 5. 

Figure 5. Average occupancy and lighting profiles predicted by LIGHTSWITCH. 
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We then generated a lighting profile in the case where occupancy sensors were assumed for 
the perimeter offices. The lighting in the office was switched off after 2 consecutive timesteps 
(10 minutes) of temporary absence, and switched on again as soon as the occupant returned. 
Again, the average over 10 runs was calculated. Figure· 6 compares the profile generated 
assuming occupancy sensors for the perimeter offices with the profile assuming no occupancy 
sensors. Occupancy sensors do lower the lighting utilization profile, particularly at lunchtime. 

Note that to generate a total lighting utilization profile we will include an additional utilization 
fraction (5 % or less), constant for all hours, to account for emergency and core lighting. 

Figure 6. Lighting profiles predicted by LIGHTSWITCH; profiles assuming no occupancy 
sensors and assuming occupancy sensors in the perimeter offices are shown . 
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CONCLUSIONS 

LIGHTSWITCH successfully uses observed occupancy data to produce realistic occupancy and 
lighting profiles. Constructing the lighting utilization profiles from occupancy profiles allows the 
performance of occupancy sensors to be modelled accurately. Due to the stochastic nature of 
the model, the profiles predicted are different from day to day; this variation is similar to that 
observed in real buildings. 

The occupancy data on which LIGHTSWITCH is based were derived from a limited dataset. 
More data collection is required to develop more truly representative lighting profiles. 

In the present application, we use multiple runs to produce an average lighting utilization profile 
which is then fixed and applied to all days. In the future, it may be possible to incorporate 
LIGHTSWITCH into a larger stochastic building energy model that could use a different lighting 
utilization profile for each modelled day. Thus, the stochastic-, occupancy-based, approach 
adopted by LIGHTSWITCH holds the promise of more realistic and accurate modelling of 
occupied buildings in the future. 
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